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The Debate: Is New Zealand fair? 
 

NZ is fair- we have equal opportunities 
1. All NZers have access to free schooling and medical care, giving everyone a chance to get ahead.  
2. All NZers have equal access to job opportunities. We have laws banning discrimination, for instance, employers can’t reject a 

worker on the basis of race, gender or religion.  
3. Sure, some people are richer than others, but all NZers can get rich if they work hard. It’s a level playing field. 
4. A society needs some wealthy people so they can invest in creating businesses, which create jobs. As these people build the 

economy wealth trickles down to make things better for those at the bottom. 
5. It’s sad that some people are poor, but it’s not a problem that other people are rich. We should focus on reducing poverty, not 

inequality. 
6. The best way to help the poor is to grow the economy, and give financial help to those who are really struggling.  
7. Equal opportunity does not mean equal outcome. Fairness does not mean we all have the same pay, same car, same promotions, 

but that we all have the same opportunity to reach our potential. 
 
 
 

NZ is not fair- we have unequal outcomes 
1. Kids start on an unequal footing. While all kids can go to school, we can’t all afford resources that help us learn. For instance, to 

learn properly, kids need enough food and clothing and a warm home to prevent them getting sick. Many kids don't have these 
things. Meanwhile, wealthy families can afford extra books, computers and extra-curricular lessons that make it easier for kids to 
get ahead.  

2. Unequal education outcomes carry on to unequal jobs. While we might have laws banning discrimination, students with good 
school results usually find it easier to get a high-paying job. 

3. Hard work is not enough for everyone to get ahead. Different jobs pay very differently. Many people work hard in low-paying jobs 
and still struggle to make ends meet. That outcome isn’t fair. 

4. A society needs some wealthy people to create businesses and jobs, but we do not need this much inequality. Countries such as 
Norway and Denmark are more equal than NZ, but their economies are doing just as well. 

5. It’s sad that some people are poor, and it’s also a problem that poverty exists alongside other NZers being very rich. High inequality 
leads to social problems for all parts of society, such as high obesity, higher numbers of people in prison and lower life expectancy. 
So we need reduce inequality as well as poverty. 

6. Poverty is rarely caused by laziness. Usually it’s caused by society’s failure to help those who have fallen behind. The best way to 
help the poor is to reduce inequality by making sure that as our economy grows, those who’ve fallen behind are helped first. 

7. When whole communities have poor outcomes they lose access to opportunities and can never reach their potential. Unequal 
outcomes create unequal opportunities, this leads to poverty traps. 

  



Tips for Increasing Publicity 
  
 
Whether your entry is an artwork, video, music, debate, article, software, or something else, the following 
tips may help you get more people aware of it and engaged. Remember, the aim of the competition is to 
communicate facts about inequality. How many people can you communicate to? How well can you get 
people to engage with the issue? 

 
 
 
 

• Can you use colour, size or sound in a way that will catch people’s attention? 
• Can you give your entry an interesting name that will make people think? 

 
 
 
 

• Can you enable viewers to participate in any way? Could you create a way for them to leave 
comments, vote in a poll, or ask a question? Could you ask a question for viewers to respond to? 

• Can people participate in creating it? Can they contribute? Can the audience be ‘props’?  
• Can they touch/play with/walk in amongst/use your entry, so they are left with a lasting 

impression about the facts you are trying to communicate? 
 

 
 
 

• Think about putting it in a busy corridor or courtyard at your school, or the central street of your 
neighbourhood or town!  

• If your entry is electronic, could you upload it to the school’s website, a blog or facebook page 
that gets a lot of attention? 

 
 
 
 
 

• Could you invite another class to view your entry? What about parents or other teachers? 
• Can you email friends a photo, video or link? 
• Could you invite your local MP or City Councilor to view your entry? You could let them know 

your opinions at the same time. 
 

 
 
 

• Write to your school newsletter, local paper, TV or radio station to tell them what you’ve done. To 
contact local reporters, write a short press release that describes what you’ve done and why, and 
email this along with a photo. 

• Ask blog writers to feature your entry on their blog. 
• Use social media to share your entry. Can you get it to go viral? 
• Do you know anyone with advertising space? How could you use it to communicate the facts 

about inequality? 
 
  

     Make it eye-catching  

  Make it interactive         
 

  Make it prominent        
 

  Invite people to view        
 

  Use available media        
 



Curriculum Content and Classroom Ideas 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

• Participating in society as critical, active, informed and responsible citizens 
• Exploring and analyzing people’s values and perspectives 
• Learning about the consumption, production and distribution of goods and services 
• Understanding the New Zealand legislative process  
 
Ideas:  

• Discuss inequality and debate whether it matters. See sample lesson below.  
• Brainstorm actions that would increase or decrease inequality. Research various solutions (such as changing tax rates 

or paying the living wage) and defend them against other students’ questioning. 
• Discuss the NZ legislative process and the avenues for public participation. What could students do if they wanted to 

take action on this issue?  
• Contact a local MP or councilor to share their opinions. Can students communicate inequality facts in a way that is 

seen by local government?  
• Discuss how the media works in NZ. See if students can get the facts about inequality into local media (tips above).  

 
 
 
 

• Experimenting with new materials 
• Manipulating visual, tactile and spatial ideas to solve problems 
• Exploring stories and social issues collaboratively 
• Developing conceptual thinking through sculpture and design 
• Participating in others’ visual worlds  

 
Ideas: 

• Create a visual artwork to communicate the facts about inequality.  
• Consider ways to increase audience engagement (See Tips for Publicity above). Could the audience participate in 

creating it?  
• Consider incorporating multiple cultures’ styles into the design. 
• Consider using materials that communicate something about inequality. Are there items that some NZers lack which 

could be incorporated?  
• Discuss our role in acting to create change. How could our art contribute to this process?  

 
 
 
 

• Understanding percentages, fractions and ratios 
• Interpreting statistical information, evaluating data  
• Understanding rates of change 
• Converting statistics to a form that can be visualized. This may involve calculations of area or volume, enlarging 

diagrams, constructing graphs or measuring objects. 
• Creating models or diagrams to represent real life solutions  

Ideas:  
• Discuss the statistics about inequality. Calculate other ways these facts could be communicated. For instance, if all 

NZ’s wealth was a cake, what slice would the richest 1% get? 
• Consider making diagrams, tessellations, 3-D models, or computer generated designs. Consider measuring out an area 

of your school as part of the design, or using students as ‘props’! 
• Experiment with different sized objects to communicate inequality facts. What proportion of your school field would 

the richest 1% own?  
• Consider encouraging each student to research one fact then represent it in some form. Combine each student’s 

representation with others in their class or group. 
 

Social Studies 
 

Visual Arts 
 

 Maths 
 



 
 

• Understanding, using, and creating oral, written, and visual texts 
 
Ideas:  

• Write a skit, speech, article, story or poem to communicate facts about inequality 
• Hold a debate in front of other students on a topic such as: Is New Zealand Fair? Or Is Inequality a Problem? 

 

 

• Understanding performance properties of different materials 
• Construction from different materials 
• Planning and carrying out a project 

Ideas: 
• Create a sculpture, artwork or game that communicates the facts about inequality 
• Consider how it could be made interactive and/or engage the widest possible audience. Could it be kinetic? What 

materials would make it interesting? 
 
 
 

Ideas: 
• Use computers to generate a design or infographic that communicates inequality facts. 
• Construct a website, game or application that enables users to learn about and interact with inequality facts. 
• Use social media to communicate facts about inequality. 

 
 
 
 

Ideas: 
• Select a medium (eg. video, artwork an event) to communicate the facts about inequality.   
• Discuss how the system of newspaper and TV reporting works. Can students communicate the facts about inequality 

in a way that will interest reporters? (Tips above.) 
• Discuss the role of social media in spreading ideas. Can the students get wide coverage of their entry using social 

media? 
 

 
 

Ideas: 
• Write a song, rap or short film to communicate facts about inequality. Can you get it to go viral? 
• Write and perform a skit or play to discuss the facts.  

 
 
 
 

Ideas: 
• Discuss causes of inequality and economic levers for addressing it.  
• Debate whether inequality matters (see sample lesson below). 

  

English 
 

Technology (materials) 
 

Computer studies 
 

Media Studies 
 

Music or Drama 
 

Economics 
 



Sample Lessons 
 

Sample Lesson A: Year 9 and 10 Social Studies 
Lesson Title:  Visualizing inequality facts     T ime Allotted: 45 minutes 
Goal and performance indicators:   

Students will: 
• Visualize wealth distribution in New Zealand 
• Discuss other inequality facts and how they could communicate them 

Materials : whiteboard, 20x chairs, at least 20 students, empty space in which to carry out the chairs activity, printouts of 1) 
inequality factsheet and 2) further information (below).  
Instructions: 

1. Introduction (5min). Raise the question: Is New Zealand (or your city) a fair society? Brainstorm on the board: In what 
ways is it fair? [Equal access to education, equal rights under law.] In what ways is it unfair? [Distribution of wealth, 
skills; limited access for some, eg those who can’t use internet or drive] 

2. Inequality factsheet (10min). Give a copy to each student. Ask them to read it for 5 minutes. When they’ve finished, 
ask them which facts stood out to them.  

3. Activity (20min)- To visualize the following fact regarding wealth distribution: 
• The richest 10 percent own over half the country’s total wealth. 
• The richest 1 percent own 16 percent of total wealth (rounded to 15 percent for this exercise). 
• The poorest 50 percent own just 5 percent of all wealth.  

1. Setup- in an empty space (classroom, hall or courtyard), spread out 20 chairs in a line.  
2. Tell the students that the chairs represent the total wealth NZers own. Each chair is 1/20th, or 5% of 

NZ’s wealth. 
3. Have 20 students sit on one chair each. Explain: Each person represents 1/20th, or 5% of NZ’s population. 

If NZ’s wealth were evenly distributed, each person would get one chair. Discuss- would that be fair? 
What distribution do they think would be ideal? 

4. Move people to show how wealth is actually shared: 1 person owns 8 chairs. Their right arm alone 
(representing top 1%) owns three of those. One person owns the next 2 chairs. Eight  people share the 
next 9 chairs. 10 people share the one remaining chair. 

5. Ask the students- what do they think about this wealth distribution? OPTIONAL: Take a photo of your 
class doing this and send it in as an entry!  

4. Brainstorm another entry for the competition (10min). Return to the class and think through alternative ways to 
communicate this fact, or other inequality facts from the fact sheet.  

5. Homework: Explore one of the websites or videos on the ‘Further information’ sheet. Find two new facts about 
inequality that the class hasn’t already read. Brainstorm how you could creatively communicate this fact. (Note: if 
students do not have internet access at home, print off information for them.)  

Next class:  Groups of 3-5 students each create an artwork, article, poem or other means to communicate one or more 
of the inequality facts they have chosen. Send them in as entries 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample Lesson B: English or Social Studies Year 4-10 
Lesson Title:  Debating Inequality Time Allotted: One or two 45 minute lessons 
Goal and performance indicators:   

Students will: 
• Research inequality and fairness in New Zealand 
• Present their findings in the form of a debate 

Materials : computers, handout showing list of websites below 
Instructions:  

1. OPTION 1 (one lesson): Divide the class into two groups. Choose ONE of the debate topics below and assign one 
group to affirmative and one to negative. Each person in the group is to find points to argue their side. 



OPTION 2 (may need two lessons): Divide the class into six groups (3-5 students). Assign each group the affirmative 
or negative position in one of the following three debates. Each group is to prepare a three-minute talk to argue their 
side. 

a. New Zealand is a fair society  
b. Inequality is a problem 
c. CEOs are paid too much 

2.  Allow the students time to research. The websites below may be helpful. 
3. Bring students back together to present their debates. OPTION 1: three students take turns to present arguments for 

the affirmative side. Then three students present for negative side. This continues back and forth until all students 
have shared their points (which may include rebuttals). OPTION 2: The affirmative for the first debate presents their 
first point (one min), followed by the first speaker for the negative side (one min). Speakers two and three follow 
alternatively, each taking one minute. Speakers may include rebuttal. 

 

Useful websites:  
• Closing the Gap: http://www.closingthegap.org.nz/  
• Closer Together Whakatata Mai- http://www.closertogether.org.nz/ 
• Inequality: A New Zealand Conversation- http://www.inequality.org.nz/ 
• Article on www.stuff.co.nz: “CEO pay packets 9.9pc fatter”. http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/money/7511021/CEO-pay-packets-

9-9pc-fatter 
• Youtube video: Closeup- 2012-10-01- The Growing Income Gap and high incomes of CEOs. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6l4z91WosPI 
 

 
Sample Lesson C: Year 9 and 10 Maths 
Lesson Title:  Visualizing inequality statistics    T ime Allotted: 45 minutes 
Materials : Inequality factsheets, calculators, art supplies and measuring equipment 
Goal and performance indicators:  
Students will: 

• Visualize inequality statistics in the form of fractions, percentages and ratios 
• Convert fractions to percentages and vice versa 
• Display fractions in a 2-D or 3-D form. 

Instructions:  
1. Students read the inequality factsheet 
2. As a class, discuss how the percentages can be converted to fractions and displayed. Option: do the chairs 

exercise in Sample Lesson A above. 
3. Individually or in groups, students select one or more fact to creatively display through a 2-D artwork or 3-D 

model. Finish as homework or in additional class time if needed. 
 
 
 

Sample Lesson D: Year 3- Year 10 Art  
Lesson Title:  Using art to communicate statistics   Time Allotted: 45 minutes  
Goal and performance indicators: 

Students will: 
• Analyze art that communicates statistics 
• Create their own art to communicate inequality statistics 

Materials :  some means of displaying Chris Jordan’s website or TED talk, available at www.chrisjordan.com, or on www.TED.com “Chris 
Jordan turning powerful stats into art”; inequality factsheets; art supplies. 
Instructions  

1. Show the class examples of Chris Jordan’s photography from his website or TED talk. Discuss how he uses art to communicate 
statistics. What effect might his art have? 

2. Students read the inequality factsheet.  
3. Students brainstorm how they could use some form of art to communicate one or more of these statistics. Spend the remainder of 

available time on the art project. Discuss how they could increase publicity of their art, or make it interactive (see Tips for Publicity 
above). Send evidence of their artwork in as entries to the competition.  



Further information 
 

Websites about inequality 
• Closing the Gap: http://www.closingthegap.org.nz/  
• Closer Together Whakatata Mai- http://www.closertogether.org.nz/ 
• Inequality: A New Zealand Conversation- http://www.inequality.org.nz/ 

 
 
 
 
 

Resources about inequality 
 
Inside New Zealand documentary ‘Mind the Gap’  
Bryan Bruce explores why the gap between rich and poor is growing faster in New Zealand than in other OECD countries. Available at TV3 on 
demand: http://www.tv3.co.nz/Shows/InsideNZ/WatchOnDemand.aspx, or youtube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__2EdGFdgTA  
 
TV news reports 

• One News- Dr Oliver Hartwich comments on inequality http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CG3C78kalcQ 
• 3 News- Social ills blamed on growing inequality:  http://www.3news.co.nz/Social-ills-blamed-on-growing-

inequality/tabid/423/articleID/305076/Default.aspx  
• Closeup- 2012-10-01- The Growing Income Gap and high incomes of CEOs: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6l4z91WosPI 

 
Other video cl ips 
 

• TEDX talk- Andrew Bradstock on inequality in New Zealand: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDTr_pZFnZ4 
• TED talk- Richard Wilkinson on how inequality harms society: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZ7LzE3u7Bw 
• Te Papa forums for the future: closing the gap between rich and poor http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Qy8DD7xZxU 
• The Economist forum on inequality: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fddPt3Y83-c 

 
 
 
 
 

Facts being communicated in interesting ways: 
 
Photography 

• Chris Jordan- photographer who turns powerful statistics into art. www.chrisjordan.com 
 

Infographics 
• www.coolinfographics.com  
• http://pinterest.com/lisabevan/i-n-f-o-g-r-a-p-h-i-c-s/ 

 
 


